Project 4 Broadcast OB2

Vision
- 20 Input HD 2 ME Desk
- UHD Monitoring
- 72 x 72 HD Router
- Fully wired Racks position for 6 Cameras with Waveform, Vector & Smart 4K Monitoring
- 8 x Direct fibre Inputs
- 2 x 8 CH EVS 6 IP & 2 OP
- Wiring for Graphics Server
- 2 x Hyper Deck Recorders
- 2 x Teranex Standards Converters
- MAC – Playback Pro
- Multi-view for Audio & Engineering Manager

Audio
- Allen & Heath QU24 Digital Mixer
- 8 x 4 Channel SDI Audio De-Embedders
- 4 x 4 Channel SDI Audio Embedders
- 24 Channel Trilogy Matrix
- Trilogy Panels – Director, Secretary, EVS, Audio, Racks, Engineering, Producers
- VOIP Telephones and TBU Interface
- 3 x Kenwood Full Duplex Transmitters

Broadcast Services
- Satellite Uplinks
- Streaming on Multiple Platforms
- Internet over Satellite
- Experienced Camera Crew and Production Staff
- Equipment hire

The Vehicle
- 16T Chassis, de-rated to 12T, current weight 8900Kgs – Height 2.8Mts
- Fully Air conditioned throughout
- The main door entry has a hydraulic wheelchair lift
- Voltage smoothing and UPS installed
- 17Mtr Tall Air Mast fitted for Radio Cameras / Radio Communications
- Tow hitch for towing purpose built 3.5T tender trailer
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